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Arabic

Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by about 206 million people across the world, especially in Middle East and North Africa, where it is also the national language of many countries [1]. There are many dialectical variations of Arabic across this region. It is widely used as a medium of communication in schools, government institutions and media in most of these Arabic speaking countries. Figure 1 below shows the linguistic lineage of standard Arabic [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afro-Asiatic</th>
<th>Semitic</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ARABIC, STANDARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1: Language Family Tree for Arabic [1]*

Arabic script has evolved from the ancient Aramaic script, and has been in use since the 4th century AD. Earliest known Arabic inscriptions date back to 512 AD [2].

**Character Set and Encoding**

Unicode Arabic script block ranging from 0600-06FF is the standard character set encoding used for Arabic language. There is an additional set of code tables given for Arabic. Arabic Supplement (0750-0764) contains additional Arabic script characters used in African languages and Arabic Presentation Forms A and B (FB50-FDFF and FE70-FEFF respectively). Presentation forms have been introduced for backward compatibility and except for ligatures (FDFx) other codes are not recommended for current use.

ISO 8859-6 is also widely used, and is shown in Figure 2. This standard contains Arabic in addition to basic Latin characters and is an 8-bit standard.

These standards have been derived from earlier standards, e.g. ASMO 449, CODAR-U and ISO 9036. For a more comprehensive overview and reference list see [4]. Microsoft also used Arabic code page 1256 based on these earlier standards [5].
Fonts and Rendering
Arabic fonts are widely available. In addition, these fonts are well supported on multiple platforms.

Microsoft Platform
Microsoft ships an exclusive version of Windows and Office products in Arabic language. Microsoft Arabic Windows includes a rich inventory of fonts for Arabic, many of which are not available in the English version of Microsoft Windows.

Linux Platform
Arabic script is fully supported on all Linux based applications. However, Open Type fonts do not exhibit satisfactory results. Arabic distributions provide support for rendering only basic four shaped fonts. Arabic text in Figure 3 is written in Open Office version 1.1.0.
Results of rendering Open Type fonts in Linux distributions vary with applications as different applications in Linux use rendering support from different rendering engines. Comparative font rendering results in GNOME, KDE, Open Office and Mozilla are presented below.

Figure 4 shows that GNOME displays the best results, but still does not work properly for Open Type fonts. KDE does not render Open Type fonts, Open Office only displays True Type fonts, and Mozilla defaults to a simple four shaped True Type font fonts because it fails to display Open Type fonts properly.

**Keyboard**

**Microsoft Platform**

Microsoft Windows XP provides an Arabic keyboard layout both in Arabic and English versions. Arabic keyboard layout is enabled by default in Arabic version. This layout is shown in Figure 5 below. Also see [6].
Figure 5: (a) Normal and (b) Shift Version of Keyboard on MS Windows

Linux Platform

Red Hat 9 provides an Arabic keyboard layout which can be used both with KDE and GNOME. Once enabled the Arabic keyboard can be used on all Unicode compliant applications.

Collation

Arabic collation is supported in Arabic Windows. LC_COLLATE for Arabic language has not been defined yet. Default sequence for sorting is used, which sorts data similar to original collation sequence for Arabic language.

Locale

Arabic (ar) locales are defined in IBM ICU library and CLDR 1.3 for different countries. They support Arabic date, time and number formats, currency symbol and collation. The locale is available for many countries where Arabic is spoken as a national language (see [7] for a complete list).

Microsoft Platform

Both versions of Microsoft Windows (Arabic and English version of Microsoft XP) provide locale settings for date, time and number formats. They also support currency symbol for some countries. Figure 6 displays the text box to set the country specific Arabic locale in Arabic Windows.
Figure 6: Available Locales of Different Countries in Arabic Windows

In addition, different calendars such as Mailadi and Hijri can also be enabled, as shown for Lebanese Arabic in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Calendar and Date Settings

Linux Platform

Eighteen locales have been defined in Glibc locale file for different Arabic speaking countries. Each locale includes localized settings for date, time, number formats, and collation specific to the country. Two Arabic locales, Egypt and Lebanon, are also available in Red Hat 9. Figure 8 shows date settings for Egypt and Lebanon from this distribution.
Both Mozilla and Open Office (within Linux distribution) also provide locale support for Arabic.

### Interface Terminology Translation

#### Microsoft Platform

As discussed before, Microsoft ships a complete Arabic version for Windows and Office products. This is different from other language versions, which are based on the English systems and then localized. Arabic version of Microsoft Windows is completely localized in Arabic language. All dialogue boxes, menu, messages and help files have been translated. This version has been available for a long time. Figure 9 below shows the localized version of Arabic Windows desktop and Internet Explorer.
Figure 9: (a) Localized Start-Up Menus in Arabic Windows, and (b) Arabic Internet Explorer
Linux Platform
Arrabix, a Debian based Linux distribution, has been localized for Arabic. Arrabix provides complete translation of the graphical user interface in Arabic. It has completely localized versions of all desktop applications including Open Office, Mozilla suite, spell checking utility (Duali), Arabic fonts, localized version of development tools like C/C++ environment, Python Development Kit and also the multimedia software and graphics tools. The following figures show desktop terminology translation in Arrabix CD.

![Figure 10: GNOME Start-Up Menus in Arrabix](image1)

![Figure 11: Terminal in Arrabix 0.8](image2)
Interface terminology translation for Arabic GNOME is 51% complete. Only basic desktop files, GNOME lib files, Nautilus browser files, etc. have been partially localized in Red Hat. Interface terminology translation for Arabic KDE is 99% complete. Mozilla 1.6 is partially localized in Arabic. However Mozilla version 1.4 provides maximum terminology translations for Arabic language. The latest version of Open Office has been completely localized in Arabic. All applications of Open Office, including Writer, Spread Sheet and Presentation etc. are available in Arabic.

**Figure 12: Open Office Writer**

### Status of Advanced Applications

A lot of work has been done and is currently underway across the world for development of Arabic language applications. Language applications available include encoding converters (e.g. see [8]), bidirectional writing utilities and spell checkers (e.g. Arabic Word Corrector, ARWOC [10], Duali (for Linux) [11], and products by Microsoft and Sakhr [12]).

Sakhr Automatic Reader [12] is a commonly used OCR. Other OCRs include Arabic OCR and ICR (intelligent character recognition) by CIYA [13]. Arabic lexicon, English-Arabic lexicon, Arabic text-to-speech system, Arabic speech recognition system, machine translation between English and Arabic and a variety of other applications are also available through Sakhr [12] and other vendors. For example, other vendor applications include text-to-speech systems by IBM, MBROLA, Lingvosoft and ArabTalk, Speech recognition systems by Natural Speech Communication, machine translation systems for English to Arabic by An-Nakel, ITRANS (Intelligent Translation System) WebTrans™ and Almisbar, and handwriting recognition systems by PackNet Arabizer Suite, IMAGiNET Arabic Writer and IFN/ENET. Some screen shots of these applications are given below.
Figure 13: Lane’s Arabic English Lexicon [14]

The aircraft took off from Dubai airport at 8.30 p.m.
Take that dirty shirt off and put on a clean one.
The new director is taking charge of the sales department.
Please take my place.
All the seats were taken.
Take your seat.
The teacher took you for an Englishman.
Take care of yourself.
The boy is taking tennis lessons.

Figure 14: An-Nakel Machine Translation [15]
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